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Abstract

In this paper we study the call admission control (CAC) and routing issue in multi-

service networks. Two categories of calls are considered: a wide-band with delayed call

set up and a narrow-band operating in loss mode. The control objective is formulated

as reward maximization with penalty for delay. The network is modelled as a Markov

Decision Process (MDP) which allows near-optimal CAC and routing decisions in case

of Poisson call arrival process and exponentially distributed call holding times. The paper

provides an initial analysis of the MDP-method in the context of self-similar call arrival

processes, e.g. generated by the World Wide Web Internet service, and exponentially

distributed call holding times. Simulation results show that a direct application of the

MDP method, based on false Poisson traffic assumptions, yields fairly good performance

in terms of average reward loss and average call set up delay. We discuss a possible

extension of the traditional MDP method, with potential for even better performance, that

incorporates the special features of self-similar call arrival processes. For assessment of

the MDP method itself we also provide performance results for the Least Loaded Routing

(LLR) method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of Call Admission Control (CAC) and routing in multi-service

networks such as ATM and STM networks, and IP networks, provided they are extended with

resource reservation capabilities. The objective is to maximize the revenue from carried calls,

while meeting constraints on the Quality of Service (QoS) and Grade of Service (GoS) on

the packet and call level, respectively. First, the network should determine the set of feasible

paths between the source and destination which offers sufficient QoS to the new and existing

calls in terms of delay, jitter and data loss. Second, the network should chose to reject the call

or to accept it on some path among the set of feasible paths. This choice should be consistent

with GoS constraints, in terms of call blocking probabilities and call set up delays, as well as

maximizing the average revenue rate for the operator.

Two categories of calls are considered: a narrow-band (NB) requesting a bandwidth of���
Mbps, and wide-band (WB) requesting

���
Mbps � �����	����


. The required bandwidth

is represented by the call’s peak bandwidth in case of deterministic multiplexing, and by

the call’s equivalent bandwidth in case of statistical multiplexing. Note that the equivalent

bandwidth can be different on different links along the call’s path. In particular, the equivalent

bandwidth depends on the traffic mix on the link, buffer and link capacity as well as the target

buffer overflow probability.

It is well known that when calls are set up on demand, the WB calls can suffer significantly

higher rejection rates, compared to NB calls, if there is no additional mechanism to provide

access fairness under overload conditions. There exists two main approaches to cope with this

fairness problem: access control of NB calls or queuing of WB calls. Trunk reservation is a

form of access control which reserves capacity to WB calls by rejecting NB calls when the

link occupancy is over a threshold. While access control can deliver good fairness properties,

this is usually achieved at the expense of bandwidth utilization.

Queuing of a WB call is done when the network is found busy by the WB call arrival.

When a sufficient amount of bandwidth becomes available in the network, a waiting WB

call is allowed to enter the network. This approach, if applied correctly, can provide access

fairness and increased bandwidth utilization at the same time.

Modern CAC and routing mechanisms are state-dependent rather than static, which means

that the decision to reject the request for a new call, or to accept it on a particular path
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depends on the current occupancy of the network. A state-dependent CAC and routing policy

is a mapping, for every call class, from a network state space to a set of possible CAC and

routing decisions, see Figure 1. State-dependent mechanisms offer advantages both in terms

of achievable revenue and ability to control the QoS and GoS.

routing policy

CAC and

CAC and routing decision

Call class

Call arrival Call departure
Network

Network state

Figure 1: State-dependent CAC and routing

This paper deals with a particular form of state-dependent CAC and routing, where the

behavior of the network is formulated as Markov Decision Process (MDP) [3, 13] . A MDP

is a controlled Markov process, where the set of state transitions from the current Markov

state to other Markov states depends on the decision or action taken by the controller in the

current state. In the MDP framework, each call is described by a expected reward parameter

and the objective is to maximize the reward from carried calls. The delay of WB calls is taken

into account by adding a penalty term to the objective function [4, 6]. The penalty term is a

function of the average delay.

Optimal state-dependent CAC and routing policies can be computed using an exact net-

work MDP framework. However, the cardinality of the network state and policy spaces in the

exact framework can be very large even for moderate-size networks. Therefore, a necessary

modelling simplification is to decompose the network into a set of links assumed to have

independent traffic and reward processes, respectively. When formulating the MDP frame-

work for each link, calls with the same bandwidth requirement are aggregated into a common

category, which corresponds to one dimension in the link state vector.

Traditionally, the MDP approach to CAC and routing has assumed that calls arrive to

the origin-destination (OD) node pair, associated with class � , according to a Poisson process
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with average rate �� [4, 5, 6]. The call holding time is assumed to be exponentially distributed

with mean ������� .The Poisson call arrival model is accurate for many service types, such as

telephony, FTP transfers, and telnet sessions. However, for the Word Wide Web (WWW) ser-

vice which contributes to a large portion of the TCP traffic in the Internet, the Poisson model

is inadequate. Anja Feldmann has performed measurements on real WWW/TCP connection

arrivals in the Internet, and, based on these measurements, she has proposed a certain non-

Poisson renewal call arrival process model [7, 8]. This process has inter-arrival times that

follow a Weibull distribution in contrast to the Poisson process which has exponentially dis-

tributed inter-arrival times. We follow the convention by Anja Feldmann and refer to this new

arrival process as self-similar, since it exhibits structural similarities across a wide range of

time scales. The Weibull distribution is a generalized exponential distribution. In the case of

WWW/TCP connection inter-arrival times in the Internet, the complementary Weibull distri-

bution decays slower (has a more heavy tail) than the standard exponential distribution. Mea-

surements have also shown that the complementary distribution of holding times of WWW

connections decays slower than exponentially [2].

In case of Poisson arrival process, and exponential service process, the state transition

probabilities, which are part of the MDP model, become easy to formulate. The probability

of having a class-� arrival or class-� departure is independent of the time since the last arrival

from all the classes. This is not the case if we replace the Poisson process with a non-Poisson

process such as the above self-similar process: the probability of the next event being a class-� arrival or class-� departure now becomes dependent on the time since the last arrival from

each class.

This paper provides a first step towards understanding MDP-based CAC and routing of

self-similar call arrival processes and exponential service times. We provide a numerical/simulation-

based evaluation of the MDP control policy, derived with traditional MDP assumptions of

Poisson arrivals and exponential service times. We investigate the performance when actual

traffic is self-similar and CAC and routing is based on false assumptions of Poisson arrivals.

The performance is measured in terms of the average reward loss and average call set up

delay. For comparison, the performance of a conventional routing method, the Least Loaded

Routing (LLR) method, is also evaluated.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the CAC and routing problem
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in terms of offered traffic, network and queuing model, and optimization objective. Section

3 describes the Poisson and self-similar call arrival model. Section 4 describes the network

and exact link MDP models in case of Poisson call arrivals. Section 5 outlines the MDP

computation procedure in case of Poisson call arrivals. Section 6 give a summary of the

numerical/simulation-based evaluation of the performance of the traditional MDP and LLR

method in case of Poisson and self-similar traffic. Section 7 discuss a possible extension of

the traditional MDP model to a MDP model which captures the effects of the self-similar call

arrivals. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 Traffic assumptions

The network is offered traffic from � classes which are, for sake of simplicity, assumed to

be subject to deterministic multiplexing. The � -th class, �����������! " " #�%$ , is characterized

by the following [11]:& origin-destination (OD) node pair,& peak bandwidth requirement
� �'�(� ���*)���� $ [Mbps],& general call arrival process ��+ � $ with two special cases:

– Poisson process with average arrival rate ,� [s -�. ],
– Self-similar process characterized by Weibull parameters /0� and 1#� ,& exponential service process �32 � $ with mean 1/ ��� [s],& set of alternative routes, 45� , and& reward parameter 67�8���:9 )�;<


The classes are classified into =>�@? bandwidth categories. The A -th category, AB�DCE���� )  " " ) =F$ , is characterized by:& peak bandwidth requirement
�7G �%� ���*)���� $ , [Mbps]
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& average mean call holding time 1/ � G [s]& average reward parameter 6 G
2.2 Network and queuing model

The network is assumed to consist of a set of switching nodes, interconnected by bi-directional

links according to some network topology. Each bi-directional link consists of two uni-

directional links, carrying traffic in opposite directions. Each uni-directional link has one

finite FIFO queue for WB call requests. The queues operates as follows [12]. When the path

chosen by the CAC and routing algorithm has sufficient available capacity for the new WB

call, the call is set up between the considered origin-destination node. Otherwise, at least

some link along the path is not able to directly accept the new WB call. At those links, join

the new WB call request at the tail of the queue, provided the queue is not held at its maxi-

mum. We assume that the path would not be chosen when some of its links has insufficient

capacity on both the link and in the queue. At links with sufficient capacity, reserve band-

width for the new WB call while waiting for all links to be ready to accept the call. A link

queue is served when a sufficient number or bandwidth units becomes available on the link.

In this case, bandwidth for the WB call at the head of the queue is reserved on the link. When

bandwidth has been reserved on every link along the path for a given WB call, the call is set

up between the considered origin-destination node.

The advantage of this scheme is its simplicity but its performance may have some draw-

backs. One is that the ”reservation” traffic caused by multilink calls due to bandwidth reser-

vation on some links while the call request is in the queue of other links. Although this

”reservation” traffic is likely to be negligible under nominal conditions, it can be significant

in case of overloads. Another, less critical, drawback of this solution is the lack of access

fairness since the average waiting time of calls offered to multi-link paths is a sum of average

waiting times of all queues.

2.3 Objective function

In our loss-delay type of systems we have to deal with bi-objective type function [12]. Let

us first define each objective separately. To take into account traffic losses due to rejection of
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NB and WB calls we apply reward formulation. In this case the reward from a carried call

is defined by the reward rate H��I�J6��7��� where 6�� , ��� denotes the reward parameter and the

departure rate of the � -th type call, respectively. Now we can define the objective function,K
, as average reward from the network given byK ��L � 6�� M� (1)

where �� denotes the � -th class call acceptance rate (the process is assumed to be stationary).

The obvious goal of the CAC and routing algorithm is to maximize the objective function.

This approach was already applied in state-dependent routing schemes for loss systems pre-

sented in [5, 3]. The reward maximization has several advantages from the management point

of view since by controlling the reward parameters one can almost independently control the

GoS of individual streams (cf. [5, 3]). Another advantage is that by using the control model

presented in [5, 3], the objective function can be decomposed as:K ��LON K N (2)

where
K N

denotes the average reward from the P -th link. Since in our system the NB and WB

calls are treated differently it may be convenient to separate the corresponding rewards:K � K �RQ K � � L�N(S K N� Q K N�UT (3)

If we would be concerned only with the delay of WB calls, the natural objective of the

CAC and routing algorithm would be to minimize the average delay of calls, V . For the

proposed management of queuing system such an objective function is given byVJ� LON V N  N� � (4)

where V N denotes the average delay of calls in the P -th link queue and  N� , and  � denotes

the arrival rate of WB calls offered to the P -th link and the network, respectively.

We select for the objective function a linear combination of the two objective functions,

which can also be interpreted as reward maximization with penalty for delay of WB calls:KBW � KYX�Z V (5)
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where
Z

is the delay penalty weight which determines the trade-off value between the reward

and average delay. By using (2),(4) in (5) we arrive atKBW ��LON S K N X(Z V N  N� � T (6)

This form of the objective function illustrates the desired separability of the objective func-

tion.

Note that the form of (6) suggests that the delay penalty weight can be also link dependent:KBW �[L N S K N X�Z N V N  N� � T (7)

This feature gives additional freedom of distributing the delay among the links which may be

of importance in practical problems.

3 MODELLING OF CALL ARRIVALS

Since the days of Erlang the Poisson model has commonly been used to describe the random

arrivals of call requests to the OD pairs of a telephone network. Although the Poisson model

serves its purpose in telephone networks, it lacks descriptive power in the case of Internet

where a substantial portion of traffic is World Wide Web (WWW) connections transported by

TCP. The nature of the WWW service is different from the telephone service; A person using

the WWW service is more likely to initiate additional downloads after the first download. A

person using the telephone service is more likely to initiate independent calls.

Measurements on real WWW connection arrivals in the Internet has revealed that the ar-

rival process shows burstiness over many time scales, ranging from seconds to hours. Anja

Feldmann [8] argues that this traffic is self-similar. The degree of burstiness over different

time scales or the extend of self-similarity can be expressed with just one single parame-

ter, the Hurst parameter. For self-similar processes its value is between 0.5 and 1 and the

degree of self-similarity increases as the Hurst parameter approaches 1. More formal, a

covariance-stationary process \]�^�"\`_Facb�d^��$ is called asymptotically self-similar (with

self-similarity parameter e , 9 � e � � ), for a large enough f ,

\I_�g�hf .i-*j \%kmlon_ (8)
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where \ kplqn �r�s\%kmlon_ atbud@� 
 is the aggregated process of order (time scale) f , given

by

\ kmlqn_ � �f �s\ k _ -�. nvlow . Q  " " Q \I_ l 
�) bxdy� (9)

The process under consideration is the number of call arrivals per time unit.

Anja Feldmann has observed that the WWW connection arrivals can be accurately mod-

eled by a renewal process with inter-arrival times that follow a Weibull distribution, z{�|+ �~}� 
 ��� X�� - �3�� 
i� . Recall that the Poisson process has exponentially distributed inter-arrival

times: z{�|+ �%} � 
 �	� Xh� -���� . Hence, the Weibull distribution can be seen as a general-

ized exponential distribution. When 1��@� the Weibull distribution becomes identical to the

standard exponential distribution.

The exponential probability density function (pdf) is

/c� � 
 �@� z`�s+ �F} � 
� � � �� � ��� X�� -���� 
 �� � -���� (10)

The mean inter-arrival time for the Poisson process is:

� S + � T ������ � /c� � 
 � � �[���� �  � -��7� � � � � (11)

The Weibull pdf is

/c� � 
 �J� z{�|+ �F} � 
� � � �� � ��� X�� - �3�� 
�� 
 � 1/(� �/��8� -�. � - �3�� 
i� (12)

The mean inter-arrival time for the Weibull-based process is:

� S + � T � � �� � /c� � 
 � � � � �� � 1/ � �/ �R� -�. � - ���� 
i� � � (13)����� ���� P'��� ��0� � ) � �h/�P�.:� �� P8�[1�� ���� � -�. � �� � � � � Pt ¢¡
�� � P

£¤���¥���¦ �h1 � �� P � - N / 1 P  ¢¡ �� � P (14)

�h/ � �� P .:� � � -
N � P8�[/�§!��� Q �1 
 (15)
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Figure 2: Self-similar call arrivals
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Figure 3: Poisson call arrivals
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Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the aggregate arrival process \�kplqn_ for different time scalesf for the self-similar process and the Poisson process. In the Figures, the mean arrival rate 
of the Poisson process where chosen to be 1 [s -�. ], and the Weibull parameters were 1'�y9,·p¸
and /`� .¹ k . w  � n � . Obviously, the variability of the aggregate process decreases faster for the

Poisson process than the self-similar process when the time scale is increasing.

For a self-similar process the variance of the aggregated process decays likeº /M6 S \%kmlon_ Tt» f -�¼ (16)

where ½¾�y?,��� X e 
 . The variance-time plot is a popular method for determining ½ and

thus the Hurst parameter e¿�À� X ½Á��? . One simply plots log . � º /M6 S \ukplqn_ T
against log . � �sf 


and then determines the slope
X ½ . Figure 4 shows the variance-time plot for the studied

Poisson process and the self-similar process. Note that the logarithm of the variance drops

with a slope of
X � for Poisson process and with a slope

X ½ ) 9 � ½ � � , for the self-similar

process.

Finally, we show in Figure 5, for the studied self-similar process, the Hurst parameter e
as function of the Weibull parameter 1 . Note that the Hurst parameter does not depend on the

Weibull parameter / .
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4 MDP MODELLING FOR POISSON CALL ARRIVALS

4.1 Network decomposition

In the exact network MDP model, the network state is given by the matrix Å%���"Æ N $ ) Pµ�%Ç ,

where Æ N denotes the state of link P and Ç denotes the set of all link indices in the network.

The action space is given by

+È�É�3/F�É�3/��"$µa�/��'�%�39�$�ÊE4Ë� ) �`�%�Á$ (17)

where /��R�É9 denotes call rejection and the set 45� contains the indices of the alternative

routes possible for an accepted class � call.

In the exact MDP framework, the network state and the action spaces can be very large,

even for moderate-size networks. We therefore decompose the network into a set of links

assumed to have independent traffic and reward processes, respectively [5].

The network Markov process is decomposed into a set of independent link Markov pro-

cesses, driven by state-dependent Poisson call arrival processes with rate  N� �¢Ì )ÎÍÏ
 , where
Í

denotes the CAC and routing policy. In particular, a call connected on a path consisting of
Â

links is decomposed into
Â
independent link calls characterized by the same mean call holding

time as the original call.

The network reward process is decomposed into a set of of separable link reward pro-

cesses. The link call reward parameters 6 N� � ÍÏ
 fulfill the obvious condition that

6���� LN�ÐÒÑÔÓ 6 N� � Í�
 (18)

where ÇÕ_ denotes the set of links constituting path b , specified by the routing policy
Í

.

Different models for computing link reward parameters are possible [5]. In this paper we use

a simple rule: the link reward the call reward is distributed uniformly among the path’s links,

resulting in the formula 6 N� � Í�
 �Y6��Ö� Â , where
Â

denotes the number links in the call’s path.

Even in the decomposed model, the state space can be quite large when many call classes

share the links. One way to reduce the state space is to construct a modified link reward

process in which the link call classes with the same bandwidth requirement are aggregated

into one category A×�EC with average reward parameter defined as [5]:
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6 NG � ÍÏ
 �>Ø � Ð�Ù�Ú 6 N� � ÍÏ
  N� � Í�
Ø � Ð"Ù#Ú  N� � ÍÏ
 (19)

where � G denotes the set of classes that belongs to the A -th category, and  N� � ÍÏ
 denotes

the average rate of class-� calls accepted on link P . In the following, this simplification is

adopted, which reduces the number of effective classes to the number of classes with unique

bandwidth requirement.

4.2 Exact link MDP model for Poisson call arrivals

This section describes the exact link MDP model which provides the basis for the MDP

computational procedure presented in the next section [11]. In order to simplify notation we

assume that alternative routes for category A have no common links – this is not a limitation of

the approach. The state in the exact link model is given by Ìu�J�¢Æ �*) Æ�Û ��
 , where Æ � denotes

the number of NB calls on the link, and Æ Û � denotes the number of WB calls in the system

(on the link and in the queue). The state space \ for the exact link model is given by:

\Ü�Ý�"ÌE���sÆ �*) Æ Û� 
 a�9 } Æ �~}YÞ N� ) 9 } Æ Û� }YÞ N� QDß N )ÆUàU�[áq�sÌ 
7) Æ �����8Q �sÆ Û� X ÆUà 
#����}Èâ N $ (20)

where
Þ N� � ã â N � ���3ä , Þ N� � ã â N � ���Uä , and

â N
,
ß N

, denotes the capacity and maximal

size of link and queue P , respectively. The number of WB calls in the queue, Æ´à , is obtained

from state Ì as follows:

ÆUàU�[áo�sÌ 
 ap�håçæ,è7�"ÆUà�a â N X Æ �M��� dÝ�sÆ Û� X ÆUà 
���� $ (21)

The Markov decision action / is represented by a vector /x�é�3/ G $ ) A¶�%C , corresponding

to admission decisions for presumptive call requests. The action space is given by:

+[�y�3/F�É�3/ G $�a�/ G �%�39 ) �0$ ) Aê�EC�$ (22)

where / G �ë9 denotes call rejection and / G �ì� denotes call acceptance. The permissible

action space is a state-dependent subset of + :
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+F�sÆ 
 �Ý�"/`�E+Éa�/ G �h9 if Ì QDí�G ��î\ ) A×��C�$ (23)

where
í�G

denotes a vector of zeros except a one in position Aê��C .
The Markov chain is characterized by state transition probabilities ïcð�ñ0�:/ 
 which express

the probability that the next state is Å , given that action / is taken in state Ì . In our case, the

state transition probabilities become:

ï,ð�ñ��|/ 
 �
�������� �������
 NG �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
 / Gçò �sÌ ) / 
�) Å¾�YÌ QDí7G �î\ ) A×�ECÆ � � � ò �¢Ì ) / 
�) Å¾�YÌ X í7� �î\ )�sÆ�Û� X ÆUà 
 � � ò �sÌ ) / 
7) Å¾�YÌ X í7� �î\ )9 ) otherwise

(24)

where  NG �¢Ì )ÎÍÏ
 denotes the A -th category arrival rate to the link in state Ì under routing policyÍ
. The parameters � � , � � denotes the departure rate of NB and WB calls, respectively, andò �sÌ ) / 
 denotes the average sojourn time in state Ì . The link call arrival rates,  NG �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
 , are

given by:

 NG �sÌ )ÎÍ�
 �hL� Ð"Ù#Ú  _� � ÍÏ
#ó N� �sÌ )#ÍÏ
 ô
�
Ð"Ñ Ó#õ�ö N³÷ ��� X 2 �� � Í�
Î
�) (25)

where PI��Ç�_ , 2 �� � ÍÏ
 denotes the probability that link 1 has not enough capacity to accept a

class � call, and
ó N� �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
 denotes a filtering probability defined as:

ó N� �sÌ )#ÍÏ
 �[z �� � L
�
Ð"Ñ ÓÎõ�ö Nø÷ ï �� �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
ù� 6�� X ï

N� �sÌ )ÎÍ�
�ú 2'� £ ¥¦ (26)

where 2û� denotes the condition that no link on path b is in the blocking state (note thatï N� �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
 is constant in (26)). In other words
ó N� �sÌ )ÎÍ�
 is the probability that the path net-gain

is positive (on condition that there is enough path capacity to carry the call). The filtering

probability can be computed using link state distributions, or approximated with one accord-

ing to experiments in [5]. The  _� � ÍÏ
 denote the arrival rate of class � to path b5�(45� , and is

given the following load sharing model [5]:

 _� � ÍÏ
 �[��  _� � ÍÏ
Ø�ü ÐÒýÏþ  ü� � ÍÏ
 (27)
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where the  _� � ÍÏ
 denotes the average rate of accepted class � calls on path b , and O� denotes

the arrival rate of class � .
The average departure rate for the NB category is computed as:

� � � ÿ L� Ð"Ù�� ï �� � -�.� � -�.
(28)

where ï �� denotes the probability that an arbitrary NB call found on the link is from class�`�u� � :
ï �� �  N� � Í�
Ø �

Ð"Ù��  N� � ÍÏ
 (29)

where  N� � ÍÏ
 denotes the average rate of accepted class � calls on link P .
The average departure rate for the WB category is computed as:� � � ÿ�L� Ð"Ù�� ï �� � -�.� Q�� N � -�.

(30)

where
� N

denotes the average reservation time for WB calls on link P (
� N

can be obtained

from measurements), and ï �� denotes the probability that an arbitrary WB call found on the

link is from class �{�%� � .

The average sojourn time
ò �¢Ì ) / 
 in state Ì is given by:

ò �¢Ì ) / 
 ���¶L G Ð	� Æ G � G Q / G  NG �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
�
 -�. (31)

The expected reward in state Ì is given by
K NW �sÌ ) / 
 �ÈH N �sÌ 
�ò �¢Ì ) / 
 , where H N �¢Ì 
 is obtained

from

H N �sÌ 
 � 6 N� Æ � � � Q 6 N� �¢Æ Û� X ÆUà 
 � � X�Z N ÆUà � (32)

5 MDP COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR POISSON

CALL ARRIVALS

This section outlines the MDP computational procedure for determining a near-optimal CAC

and routing policy using the exact link model [11]. The central idea is to compute path net-

gain functions,
Ä _� �sÅ )ÎÍÏ
 , which estimate the increase in long-term reward due to admission
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of a class � call on path b in network state Å . The CAC and routing rule is simply to chose,

given the state of the network and the class of the call request, a path which offer maximal

positive path net-gain among the paths with sufficient QoS (See Figure 6). The call is rejected

if the path net-gain is negative, or if no path would offer sufficient QoS.

Source Destination...

�  þ k�����"n���þ k�����"n
���þ k�����"n

Figure 6: The call is offered to a path which has sufficient QoS and maximal positive path

net-gain among the e�� ú 4 � ú alternative paths.

The path net-gain is defined as:Ä _� �sÅ )ÎÍÏ
 �È6�� X LNiÐ"ÑÖÓ ï NG �sÌ )ÎÍ�
 (33)

where Å�� �"Ìq$ denotes the network state in the exact network model, and ï NG �sÌ )#ÍÏ

denotes the state-dependent link shadow price for category A on link P . The link shadow price

can be interpreted as the expected cost for accepting an A -th category call in state Ì and is

defined as follows:

ï NG �¢Ì )ÎÍÏ
 � 6 NG � Í�
 X Ä NG �¢Ì )ÎÍÏ
 (34)

where
Ä NG �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
 denotes the link net-gain for admission of a category- A call in state Ì . The

link net-gain expresses the increase in long-term reward due to admission of a category- A call

in link state Ì and is defined as follows:Ä NG �¢Ì )ÎÍÏ
 ��� N �sÌ Q í�Gi)ÎÍ�
 X � N �¢Ì )ÎÍÏ
 (35)

where � N �sÌ )ÎÍ�
 denotes the relative value for category A in state Ì and
íÒG

denotes a vector

of zeros except for a one in position A .
To give more insight into the definition of relative values, let us define the expected link

reward,
K NW �¢Æ � )ÎÍê)��û
 , obtained in a interval � � � ) � � Q��û


of length
�

, assuming state Æ � at time� � :
16



K NW �sÆ � )#Íê)��'
 � ��� � ��� w ���� H N �sÌ!� � 
Î
 � �"! (36)

where H N �¢Ì!� � 
#
 denotes the expected reward accumulation rate in state Ì!� � 
 . The pro-

cess �"Ì!� � 
 $ is driven by a probabilistic law of motion specified by certain state transition

probabilities.

The relative value can now be written as:

� N �sÌ � )ÎÍÏ
 � # å�$�&% � S K
NW �sÌ � )ÎÍo)��'
 X K NW �¢Ì(' )ÎÍo)��'
 T (37)

That is, the relative value in state Ì � is defined as the difference in future reward earnings

when starting in the given state, compared to a reference state, Ì*) . In practice, the relative

value function is obtained by solving a set of linear equations (see below).

In the context of the exact link MDP model outlined in the previous section, the algorithm

for determining the near-optimal CAC and routing policy
Í

can be summarized as follows:

1. Startup: Initialize the relative values � N �¢Ì )ÎÍÏ
 in a way that make all link net-gains

with permissible admission positive.

2. On-line operation phase: measure per-path call acceptance rates  _� � ÍÏ
 and per-link

blocking probabilities 2 �� � Í�
 while employing the maximum path net-gain routing rule.

Perform the measurements for a sufficiently long period for the system to attain statis-

tical equilibrium.

3. Policy iteration cycle: At the end of the measurement period, perform the following

steps for all links P in the network:

(a) Identify the link MDP model: Determine per-category reward parameters 6 NG � ÍÏ

and link call arrival rates  NG �sÌ )ÎÍ�


(b) Value determination: Find the relative values � N �sÌ )ÎÍ�
 for the current routing

policy
Í

(c) Policy improvement: Improve the link CAC policies
Í N

based on the new relative

values

4. Convergence test: Repeat from 2 until average reward per time unit converges.
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According to MDP theory an optimal policy is found after a finite number of policy iter-

ations in case of a finite state and policy space [13].

The value determination step for link P determines the relative values � N �sÌ )#ÍÏ
 for all

states Ìu�î\ by solving a sparse system of linear equations:�� � � N �¢Ì )ÎÍÏ
 � K NW �sÌ ) / 
 X K NW � ÍÏ
iò �sÌ ) / 
ÏQ Ø  Ð,+ ïOð�ñ0�:/ 
 � N �sÅ )ÎÍÏ
� N �¢Ì(' )ÎÍ�
 �È9&- Ìu�î\�.û�"Ì('Ô$ ) (38)

where the following quantities need to be specified:& \ : the state space, i.e. the set of possible states& / � Í N �sÌ 
 : the control action in state Ì& ò �sÌ ) / 
 : the expected sojourn time in state Ì& K NW �sÌ ) / 
 : the expected link reward when leaving state Ì& ï,ð�ñ��|/ 
 : the transition probability from state Ì to state state Å , given that action / is

taken in state state Ì& Ì/' : the reference state (e.g. the empty state)

in order to compute the unknowns:& � N �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
 : the relative value in state Ì under routing policy
Í& K NW � ÍÏ
 : the average rate of link reward under policy

Í
.

The computation (time) complexity of the value determination step of policy iteration is

a function of the size, Ç , of the state space. Traditional Gauss elimination has complexity

O �³Ç10 
 . This can be seen as an upper limit of the actual complexity since the system is sparse

and more efficient iterative algorithms can be used.

The policy improvement step for link P consists of finding the action that maximizes the

relative value in each state Ì%�î\ :

/µ�32�465 782	9� Ð	: k�;"n � K NW �sÌ ) / 
 X KBW
N � ÍÏ
�ò �sÌ ) / 
´Q Lñ Ð,+ ïOð�ñ��:/ 
 � N �sÅ )ÎÍ�
�
 (39)
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where +F�sÌ 
 denotes the set of possible actions in state Ì . The set of actions which yields

the maximum improvement of relative values constitute an improved policy
Í ÛN to be used

again in the first step. After some simplification, the policy improvement step can be trans-

formed into:

/F�32<465&7=2>9? Ð>: k�;Òn �¶L G Ð>�A@ G Ä NG �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
�
 ) Ì¾�î\ (40)

where
Ä NG �sÌ )ÎÍÏ
 is the link net-gain for category A in state Ì . The policy improvement step

has complexity O �CB�=µÇ 
 , where = denotes the number of unique bandwidth categories.

6 NUMERICAL RESULTS

6.1 Considered routing algorithms

The routing algorithms that have been considered in the numerical experiments is the MDP

routing algorithm [6], and the Least Loaded Routing (LLR) algorithm [3]. The reason for

choosing LLR is that it is among the routing methods with best performance [1, 3]. The LLR

routing method is implemented in many countries, including USA, Canada and Norway. The

MDP routing method is less widely employed; We are only aware of one implementation,

namely in the Bell Canada network.

The LLR algorithm works as follows. When a class-� call request is received the set of

shortest paths 4 �� with D links is considered first. Among this set, a path with largest free

capacity of the bottleneck link greater or equal than the bandwidth requirement
� � and greater

than the trunk reservation value E �� is searched for. The bottleneck link is the link with least

free capacity along the path. Note that a unique trunk reservation value is used for every

call from class � that is offered to the set of shortest paths of length D . In case we have a

WB call request, and all paths have insufficient free bandwidth, we offer the WB call to the

path with smallest maximal queue length along the path. If all paths have insufficient free

bandwidth (and insufficient queue space for a WB call), the call is offered the next set of

(longer) shortest paths, and the routing procedure is repeated. The procedure stops when a

feasible least loaded path among the set of shortest paths is found, or when all paths between

the OD pair block the call.
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6.2 Examples and results

100 Mbps

50 Mbps

Link capacity:

W13N

Figure 7: Network example W13N

The performance analysis is performed for the network example W13N described in Table

1. The topology of W13N, shown in Figure 7, is based on an example in [9]. The algorithm

specific parameter settings, presented in Table 2, were determined heuristically based on

simulation experience. The network is offered the same amount of traffic in Mbps*Erlang for

each OD pair.

Two types of call arrival models are used the the simulations: the Poisson model (po)

and the self-similar model (ss). The mean Poisson arrival rate ,� and the mean holding time���3��� are first chosen for every class ����� . The self-similar call arrival process is chosen

as follows. First, the Weibull parameter 1�� for ��� � is set to 1#�{� 9*· ¸ which is plausible

value for real WWW connection arrivals [8]. The choice 1����[9,·p¸ gives a Hurst parameter ofeÜ�É9*· ¸�¸ , see Figure 5. Second, the Weibull parameter /0� for ��� � is set to /3�8� .¹ k . w  � þ n � þ
which gives equal mean inter-arrival time for the Poisson and self-similar process.

Each curve in the diagrams contains
Þ

simulation points, ÆÕ_ ) b � � )  " " )�Þ , which are

obtained as averages over F simulation runs per point: ÆÕ_I� .G Ø GG�H . Æ G _ . For assessment

of the accuracy of the simulation results we present values of the pooled standard deviation

of simulation results in Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectively. We compute the pooled standard

deviation over the
Þ

simulation points as:

P'� IJJK �Þ LL _ H . P>M_ (41)

where P M_ denotes the sample variance of the value of point b :
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W13N

symmetrical no

#nodes 13

#bi-directional links 21

#OD pairs 156

#routes per OD pair 1-7

link capacity 50, 100

network capacity 2400

maximal queue size
ß N

3

max #links in path 4

#traffic categories 2

mean holding time 1, 10

bandwidth
��G

1, 6

network traffic [Mbps*Erlang] 624

traffic per OD pair [Mbps*Erlang] 4.063Û� �È6��7����� � � 1

Table 1: Description of network example

W13N

MDP adaptation epochs 6

call events in adaptation period 500 000

call events in measurement period 1000 000

#simulation points per curve
Þ

4,19

#simulation runs per point F 20

delay penalty weight
Z N

200

trunk reservation parameter E �� 0

Table 2: Algorithm specific parameters
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Pooled Pooled Pooled Pooled objective

reward loss reward loss average delay reward loss

sdev (%) (
ß N �[9 ) sdev (%) (

ß N ��N 
 sdev (ms) (
ß N �3N ) sdev (%) (

ß N �3N )

MDP po 0.02 0.03 0.2 0.04

MDP ss 0.07 0.05 0.3 0.05

LLR po 0.03 0.02 0.3 0.03

LLR ss 0.07 0.06 0.3 0.08

Table 3: Pooled standard deviation in simulations with variable traffic mix

Pooled Pooled Pooled objective Pooled Pooled

reward loss average delay reward loss NB blocking WB blocking

sdev (%) sdev (ms) sdev (%) sdev (%) sdev (%)

MDP po 0.10 1.2 0.13 0.18 0.02

MDP ss 0.15 1.7 0.21 0.26 0.08

LLR po 0.13 5.8 0.30 0.26 0.01

LLR ss 0.23 11.7 0.56 0.48 0.04

Table 4: Pooled standard deviation in simulations with variable maximal queue length

P M_ � �F X � GL G�H . �sÆ G _ X ÆU_ 
 M (42)

The first set of figures shows the routing performance in network example W13N as a

function of the traffic mix. We consider both the loss network case and the mixed loss-delay

network case. In the latter case, we assume a delay penalty weight
Z N

of 200 and a maximal

queue size
ß N

of 3. The mix of OD-pair traffic is measured by the ratio
���  � �Ï-�.� � ���  � �Á-�.� .

Different mixes are obtained by varying the per-category call arrival rate to the OD pairs

between the simulations, while keeping the amount of traffic per OD pair constant. All OD

pairs were offered the same per-category call arrival rates within a simulation. Figure 8-9, 10,

11 and show the reward loss, average call set up delay, objective reward loss, respectively, as

a function of the traffic mix.

The second set of figures shows the routing performance in network example W13N as
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Pooled Pooled Pooled objective Pooled Pooled

reward loss average delay reward loss NB blocking WB blocking

sdev (%) sdev (ms) sdev (%) sdev (%) sdev (%)

MDP po 0.12 1.5 0.21 0.15 0.09

MDP ss 0.08 0.6 0.11 0.11 0.08

LLR po 0.09 6.4 0.50 0.17 0.01

LLR ss 0.09 7.3 0.54 0.17 0.02

Table 5: Pooled standard deviation in simulations with variable delay penalty weight

function of the maximal queue size, assuming a traffic mix of 1 for each OD pair, and a delay

penalty weight
Z N

of 200. Figure 12, 13, 14 and 15 show the reward loss, average call set up

delay, objective reward loss, per-category call blocking probability, respectively, as a function

of the maximal queue size.

The third set of figures shows the routing performance in network example W13N as a

function of the delay penalty weight
Z N

, assuming a maximal queue size
ß N

dvipof 3 and a

traffic mix of 1. Figure 16, 17, 18 and 19 show the reward loss, average call set up delay,

objective reward loss and per-category call blocking probability,respectively, as a function of

the delay penalty weight.

The reward loss, average call set up delay and objective reward loss, respectively, are

given by: ß �É� X K � K ) (43)

VJ�[L�N V N  N� � ) (44)

ß W �É� X KBW � K · (45)

6.3 Results Analysis

The first set of figures shows the routing performance for different traffic mixes, both for a

loss network and a mixed loss-delay network. The following conclusions are drawn:
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& The best reward loss, in both the pure loss network and the mixed loss-delay network

case, in both the Poisson and self-similar traffic case, is obtained for the MDP algorithm

(Figure 8 and 9).& The reward loss is higher in the self-similar case can than in the Poisson case (Figure 8

and 9).& The average delay can be quite large for the LLR algorithm when WB traffic dominates

(Figure 10).& The best overall behavior for the mixed loss-delay network, in terms of the objective

function, is obtained for MDP method for both the Poisson and self-similar traffic case

(Figure 11).

The second set of figures show the routing performance for different maximal queue sizes.

The following conclusions are drawn:& Call queuing reduces the reward loss (Figure 12).& The average call set up delay increases when the maximal queue size increases (Figure

13).& The best overall behavior in terms of the objective function is obtained for MDP algo-

rithm for both the Poisson and self-similar traffic case (Figure 14).& The NB blocking probability increases, and the WB blocking probability decreases,

with increasing maximal queue size (Figure 15).

The third set of figures show the routing performance as a function of the delay penalty

weight. The following conclusions are drawn for MDP routing:& The reward loss increases with the delay penalty weight
Z N

(Figure 16).& The average call set up delay decreases with the delay penalty weight
Z N

(Figure 17).& The objective reward loss increases with the delay penalty weight
Z N

(Figure 18).& The NB call blocking probability is not much changed by increasing delay penalty

weight
Z N

(Figure 19).
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& The WB call blocking probability increases with increasing delay penalty weight
Z N

(Figure 19).

The following conclusions are drawn for LLR routing:& The reward loss is independent of the delay penalty weight
Z N

(Figure 16).& The average call set up delay is independent of the delay penalty weight
Z N

(Figure 17).& The objective reward loss increases with the delay penalty weight
Z N

(Figure 18).
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7 DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the requirements on a MDP model which captures the special

features of the self-similar call arrival process. For simplicity, lets consider a single link

which is offered one call class with self-similar arrival process and exponential call holding

times. We observe that only when the inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed we

have a memoryless arrival process (Poisson). Memoryless means that the probability of the

next event being an arrival, for example, is independent of the time since the last arrival.

In all other cases, including the self-similar Weibullian case, the process has memory.

That is, the probability of the next event being an arrival depends on the time since the last

arrival.

It therefore seems reasonable that the MDP state should contain both the number of callsD on the link, and the time
�

since the last arrival. The choice of the augmented MDP stateÆx�À�CD ) � 
 implies a new MDP model (state transition probabilities and expected reward), and

a new set of time-dependent relative value functions, �Õ�QD ) � )#ÍÏ
 . In a future publication we

will derive the exact formulas for the MDP model and relative value functions. Once we have

determined the relative value functions, we obtain the link admission gain function
Ä �CD ) � )ÎÍÏ


as:
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Ä �CD ) � )ÎÍÏ
 ���t�CD Q � ) 9 )#ÍÏ
 X �t�CD ) � )ÎÍÏ
 (46)

which is the difference between the relative value of the state R~���CD Q � ) 9 
 entered after

admission, and the relative value in the current state ÆË���CD ) � 
 before admission.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper we formulated the CAC and routing problem in mixed loss-delay mode multi-

service networks as a reward maximization problem with penalty for WB call set up delay.

In this formulation each call class is characterized by its reward parameter defining the ex-

pected reward for carrying a call from this class. Such a formulation allows to apply Markov

Decision Process (MDP) theory to solve the problem. To make the solution feasible we de-

composed the network into a set of links assumed to have independent traffic and reward

processes, respectively.

Traditionally, the MDP approach to CAC and routing has assumed Poisson call arrivals

and exponentially distributed call holding times. These assumptions are valid for services like

telephony, FTP and telnet. However, they become inaccurate for services like World Wide

Web (WWW), which contributes to a large portion of the TCP traffic in the Internet.

In particular, the measurements on real WWW/TCP connection arrivals in the Internet

have revealed that the arrival process is self-similar and that call holding time distribution is

more heavy tailed than the standard exponential distribution.

In this paper have investigated the performance of the traditional MDP method for CAC

and routing [6, 11] for two call arrival models: the Poisson model and the self-similar model.

For simplicity, we have only considered exponentially distributed call holding times. The

self-similar model of choice is a renewal process with inter-arrival times that follow a Weibull

distribution [8].

The simulation results show that the CAC and routing performance is better for the MDP

method than for the Least Loaded Routing (LLR) method (e.g. up to 80% better in case of

reward loss), even in the case when the network is offered self-similar call traffic, and routing

decisions are based on false assumptions of Poisson call arrivals.
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We believe that the performance of the MDP method can be improved further by incor-

porating the special features of the self-similar call arrival process into the MDP model. An

extended MDP model with this capability is part of future work.
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